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Monte Carlo study of the CO-poisoning dynamics in a model
for the catalytic oxidation of CO

Ezequiel V. Albanoa) and Joaquı́n Marro
Instituto Carlos I de Fı´sica Teo´rica y Computacional, Facultad de Ciencias, Universidad de Granada,
E-18071, Granada, Spain

~Received 4 April 2000; accepted 15 September 2000!

The poisoning dynamics of the Ziff–Gulari–Barshad@Phys. Rev. Lett.56, 2553~1986!# model, for
a monomer–dimer reaction, is studied by means of Monte Carlo simulations. Studies are performed
within the monomer absorbing state and close to the coexistence point. Analysis of the average
poisoning time (tp) allows us to propose a phenomenological scaling approach in whichtp diverges
logarithmically with the lattice side and algebraically with the distance to the coexistence point. The
structure of monomer clusters during poisoning is analyzed and compared with observations at
coexistence. ©2000 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~00!51346-4#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The study of far-from-equilibrium many particle system
is a topic of current interest in many branches of phys
chemistry, biology, geology, sociology, and ev
economics.1–3 Unlike the case of equilibrium statistical phy
ics, nonequilibrium situations lack a well established gene
framework. Therefore, recent progress in this field h
mainly been obtained by studying specific models by me
of computer simulations, mean-field approaches, field th
retical calculations, phenomenological scaling, etc.4

Among the broad scope of nonequilibrium phenomen
rather modest branch, namely, the study of surface chem
reactions, has recently attracted growing attention.5,6 In fact,
lattice gas models have been extensively used to expla
wide range of experimental observations in catalysis.7–10

Various lattice models, including dimer–dimer, dime
monomer, monomer–monomer, and its variations, wh
aim to simulate catalyzed reactions such as the oxidatio
hydrogen, the oxidation of carbon monoxide, the react
NO1CO, the NH3 synthesis, etc.,5,6 have already been stud
ied. Within this context the Ziff–Gulari–Barshad~ZGB!
model11 has become the archetype for the study of noneq
librium critical phenomena in surface reaction processes.
ZGB model, aimed to mimic the reaction between COwA
and O2wB2 on a Pt-surface, assumes a simplified three-s
Langmuir–Hinshelwood process,11 namely,

A~g!1S→A~a!, ~1!

B2~g!12S→2B~a!, ~2!

A~a!1B~a!→AB~g!12S, ~3!

where S is an empty site on the surface, while (a) and (g)
refer to the adsorbed and gas phases, respectively.

a!Permanent address: Instituto de Investigaciones Fisicoquı´micas Teo´ricas y
Aplicadas,~INIFTA !, CONICET,UNLP, CIC~Bs. As.!. Sucursal 4, Casilla
de Correo 16,~1900! La Plata, Argentina. Fax: 0054-221-4254642; ele
tronic mail: ealbano@inifta.unlp.edu.ar
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The ZGB model uses a square lattice to represent
catalytic surface, and it can be simulated, using the Mo
Carlo method, as follows:~i! A or B2 molecules are selecte
randomly with relative probabilitiesYA and YB , respec-
tively. These probabilities are the relative impingement ra
of both species, which are proportional to their partial pr
sures. Due to the normalization,YA1YB51, the model has a
single parameter, i.e.,YA . If the selected species is A,
surface site is selected at random and, if that site is vacan
is adsorbed on it@Eq. ~1!#. Otherwise, if that site is occupied
the trial ends and a new molecule is selected. If the sele
species is (B2), a pair of nearest neighbor sites is selected
random and the molecule is adsorbed on them only if th
are both vacant@Eq. ~2!#. ~ii ! After each adsorption event, th
nearest neighbors of the added molecule are examine
order to account for the reaction in Eq.~3!. If more than one
@B(a),A(a)# nearest-neighbor pair is identified, one is s
lected at random and removed from the surface~for more
details on the ZGB model and the simulation technique s
e.g., Refs. 4,5,11!.

The interest in the ZGB model arises due to its var
and complex nonequilibrium behavior. In two dimensio
the system reaches asymptotically (t→`), a stationary state
whose nature depends solely on the parameterYA . For YA

<Y1A>0.387 368 (YA>Y2A>0.525 540) the surface be
comes irreversibly ‘‘poisoned’’ by B~A! species, while a
steady state with sustained production of AB is observed
Y1A,YA,Y2A . At Y1A and Y2A the ZGB model exhibits
irreversible phase transitions~IPT’s! between the reactive re
gime and poisoned states, that are of second and first o
respectively. The second-order IPT, which belongs to
universality class of directed percolation, is very we
understood.12,13 Regrettably, the lack of experimental ev
dence on such kind of IPT makes the topic of academ
interest mostly. In contrast, there are clear evidences o
first-order transition in the catalytic oxidation of CO o
Pt~111!.7–9,14 However, this transition is so far not we
understood.15

The aim of this work is to study the dynamics o
9 © 2000 American Institute of Physics
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A-poisoning close to the first-order IPT of the ZGB mod
For this purpose, we have performed extensive Monte C
simulations. The analysis of which have motivated us to p
pose a phenomenological scaling law for the average poi
ing time (tp) as a function of the sample size and the d
tance to the coexistence pointY2A . The scaling behavior o
tp for a much simpler reaction, namely, the monome
monomer lattice gas model, has recently been studied
detail,16–18 which allows us to establish useful comparison

The manuscript is organized as follows: in Sec. II t
simulation method and main definitions are formulate
Some selected results are presented and discussed in Se
and our conclusions are stated in Sec. IV.

II. BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE MONTE CARLO
SIMULATION METHOD

The ZGB model is simulated on the square lattice of s
L, assuming periodic boundary conditions and using stand
techniques.4,5,11The time unit is the Monte Carlo step~mcs!
in which each site of the sample is visited once, on the
erage. Simulations are performed on lattices of side 128<L
<2048; and averages are taking over 105– 103 different
samples, depending on the side.

Runs are always performed starting from empty lattic
for values of the parameter within the absorbing state
close to coexistence, i.e.,YA.Y2A . Each run stops when th
sample becomes trapped in the absorbing state, that
fully A-covered sample is obtained. During this poisoni
process the average coverage with A-species (uA) is re-
corded from time to time. The distribution of poisonin
times, D(t), which gives the probability of the sample t
become poisoned at timet, is also measured. The first mo
ment of the distribution, namely, the average poisoning tim
tp , is also evaluated.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1 provides some qualitative insight on the dyna
ics of the A-poisoning process. This shows plots ofuA vs t as
obtained during the poisoning process for different values
YA . As expected, curves saturate faster for largerYA-values
~i.e., far from coexistence!. In these cases one has an alm
lineal growth of uA at early times followed by an abrup
saturation. However, closer to coexistence,~see for instance
the data forYA50.53), one can observe a slow increase
the coverage at early times, followed by a faster~lineal! one
within an intermediate time regime. Subsequently, satura
is also observed. This behavior can be understood with
aid of the snapshot configurations in Fig. 2. Figure 2~a!, ob-
tained for t5100 mcs with a coverageuA50.098 illustrate
the initial nucleation of many small A-islands. These islan
are unstable, as one may conclude by continuously mon
ing the system evolution along the interval 10 mcs,t,100
mcs. Subsequently, fort5500 mcs anduA50.286, as in Fig.
2~b!, one has that a few clusters have grown beyond a cer
critical size thus becoming essentially stable. As sugge
by the graphs in Fig. 1, these stable clusters then becom
contact with each other@see, for instance, Fig. 2~c!, for
t5750 mcs anduA50.449], finally producing a massiv
Downloaded 14 Jun 2004 to 150.214.60.135. Redistribution subject to AI
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A-cluster, as illustrated in Fig. 2~d! for t51000 mcs and
uA50.728. At longer times, the single A-cluster prevails su
rounding small islands of active sites.

It should be noted that, due to the lack of energetic
teractions between A-species in the ZGB model, one sho
expect the operation of rather weak~or vanishing small! ‘‘ef-
fective surface tension’’ effects. In fact, recent simulati
studies on the behavior of A-rich interfaces close
coexistence19–21 have shown that the dynamic of the prop
gation of the interface can be described in terms of
Kardar–Parisi–Zhang~KPZ! equation,22

FIG. 1. Plot of the time evolution of the A-coverage obtained for differe
values ofYA as indicated in the figure. Results averaged over 1000 diffe
samples using lattices of sideL5256. The inset shows a zoom of the da
corresponding to the largestYA-values.

FIG. 2. Snapshot configurations obtained during the A-poisoning proc
assumingYA50.53 and for lattices of sideL5256. A-species are shown a
black points while B-species and empty sites are left in white.~a! t5100
mcs, uA50.098; ~b! t5500 mcs, uA50.286; ~c! t5750 mcs anduA

50.449; and~d! t51000 mcs anduA50.728.
P license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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ḣ5D¹2h1~l/2!~¹h!21h~r,t !, ~4!

whereh(r,t) is the height of the interface at locationr and
time t. The first term of the right-hand side of Eq.~4! de-
scribes the relaxation of the interface by a surface tensionD,
while the second term is the lowest-order nonlinear term
can appear in the interface-growth equation, and account
the dependence of the grow rate on the local slope of
interface. In most theoretical studies the stochastic te
h(r,t) is assumed to be Gaussian andd-function correlated.
It should be noted that the first term of Eq.~4! with D.0 is
necessary in order to stabilize the interface propagat
Thus,D is naturally identified as the ‘‘effective kinetic su
face tension.’’19

So, we expect that such a weak ‘‘effective surface t
sion’’ causes small clusters to be of rather irregular sh
with pronounced convexity@Fig. 2~b!#. This property of clus-
ters, is in marked contrast with other systems where the
face tension arises due to energetic interactions, as, e.g
droplets of the Ising model upon spinodal decomposition23

Also, large A-clusters exhibit a quite dense bulk with a va
ishingly small number of holes@see, e.g., Fig. 2~c!# and,
therefore, they look so far much different from those of sta
dard percolation where the hole-size distribution exte
over a wide scale close to criticality and shows scale inv
ance just at the critical point.24

It is also interesting to compare the structure
A-clusters formed during the poisoning process with tho
obtained at coexistence using the constant-coverage
semble method25 which allows one to obtain metastable co
figurations. Figure 3 is a set of snapshot configurations
tained, at different times, after switching abruptly the syst
from a stationary regime of the standard ensemble~with
PA50.51) to the constant-coverage ensemble withuA

50.500. The latter corresponds to coexistence and the s

FIG. 3. Snapshot configurations obtained, at different times, after switc
abruptly the system from a stationary regime of the standard ensemble~with
PA50.51) to the constant-coverage ensemble withuA50.500. The lattice is
of sideL5256. Same symbols as in Fig. 2.~a! t5100 mcs,~b! t5500 mcs,
~c! t5750 mcs, and~d! t51000 mcs. More details in the text.
Downloaded 14 Jun 2004 to 150.214.60.135. Redistribution subject to AI
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shots are obtained for the same times as in Fig. 2 in orde
allow for a comparison. Already fort5100 mcs compact
clusters of A-species have been developed. However, th
clusters include holes of active sites covering a large rang
length scales. Subsequently, fort>500 mcs a single~large!
cluster of A-species becomes essentially stable, while o
few small islands are present. Notice that, as time increa
the holes of active sites steadily shrink and tend to disapp
e.g., fort51000 mcs in Fig. 3~d!. At this stage, the coexist
ence of two phases, namely, an A-rich phase character
by a large A-cluster, and a reactive state with sm
A-clusters, can clearly be distinguished. Here the growth
the massive A-cluster~stable phase! is due to the displace
ment of an unstable phase~the reactive regime!. This picture
is quite different from that inferred from the poisoning pr
cess, as one easily concludes after comparison of Fig
and 3.

The quantitative behavior of our data, also allows
some conclusions concerning~phenomenological! scaling
approach for the poisoning process. Figure 4 shows the
tribution of poisoning times,D(t) vs t, close to coexistence
for lattices of different side. The Gaussian shape of the l
hand side of the distributions turns into a long-tailed shap
larger times, reflecting a nonvanishing number of events w
long-lived reactive configurations. It is also clear that i
creasing the lattice side,tp increases and the distribution
become sharper.

The dependence oftp on bothL andYA is illustrated in
Fig. 5~a!. Our best fit for the lattice-side dependence, o
tained keepingYA constant, suggest a logarithmic behavio
i.e.,

tp} ln~L2!, ~5!

which is indicated in Fig. 5~b!. It is likely that a slight de-
parture from Eq.~5! that we observe for the largest lattic
used (L52048) very close to coexistence (YA50.53) may
be due to stochastic fluctuations and the lack of appropria
statistics. It is also interesting to compare the behavior of
ZGB model with that of a much simpler system, e.g., t
monomer–monomer~MM ! model. In fact, the MM, A(a)
1B(a)→AB(g)12S, has been solved exactly16,17 and the

g

FIG. 4. Plot of distribution of poisoning timesD(t) for YA50.530 and
different values of the lattice side as indicated.
P license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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saturation time just at the phase transition has been show
have, except for logarithmic corrections, a linear depende
on the number of catalytic sites, namely,

tp}L2~11C ln~L !!. ~6!

Monte Carlo simulations agree with this~exact! prediction
and suggestC'0.16.18 Equation~6! can be interpreted on
simple grounds. In the MM model, each reaction event
moves exactly one A and one B, so that the difference
tween A- and B-species adsorbed on the surface at any
equals the difference in the number of A- and B-species
have struck free sites of the surface. Poisoning occurs w
such number equals the number of sites on the surface,L2,
and this occurs after a number of successful adsorp
events of the order ofL4, since the fluctuations grow as th
square root of the number of trials. Since a Monte Carlo ti
step involvesL2 trials, tp is expected to grow proportionall
to L2. As time goes on, unsuccessful adsorption eve
which must also be considered in the measurement of
time, prevail due to the high density of occupied sites. C
sequently the growth oftp becomes somewhat slower, whic
leads to the logarithmic correction.18 Because of the fact tha
the poisoning time of the MM model was studied at t
critical point and our study of the ZGB model was perform
just above coexistence, poisoning in the ZGB model i
much faster process than in the case of the MM model.

FIG. 5. ~a! Plot of tp vs L and ~b! lineal-logarithmic plot oftp vs L2.
Results obtained for different values ofYA as indicated.
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expect that this behavior would also hold at coexistence
the ZGB model. We argue that this may be due to the intr
sic asymmetry in the adsorption rules of dimers and mo
mers, respectively. In fact, at coexistence and close abov
the double site requirements for dimer adsorption clearly
vors A-poisoning. For example, let us consider empty s
on the bulk of A-clusters. A single site can only be occupi
by A-species. Two nearest-neighbor sites can be poiso
with A-species with a probability (.88%) larger than that
for B2-adsorption. Three adsorption sites can be blocked
A-adsorption on the central one with probability.0.5 and
subsequently A-poisoning must occur. Also, for these r
sons, A-clusters are compact with a vanishing small num
of holes ~see, e.g., the snapshots of Fig. 2!. Similarly, the
propagation and growth of the interface of A-clusters due
A-adsorption at perimeter sites may be slightly favored p
vided that such interface is rough enough, as, e.g., it can
observed in the snapshots of Fig. 2. This effect is caused
the larger relative abundance of single vs double sites
rough interfaces which arises due to the blocking effect
already adsorbed A-species.

While Eq. ~6! can be understood on the basis of simp
phenomenological arguments~as discussed above, see al
Ref. 18!, we can only give some hints in order to explain o
findings of Eq.~5!. Beyond coexistence the interface of th
A-rich phase is unstable and moves with const
velocity.19,20 So, if the behavior would be dominated by
single A-cluster one would expect the poisoning time
grow linearly with L. A different scenario would be the si
multaneous growth of a uniform density of clusters, whi
would lead to a poisoning time essentially independent oL.
Obviously, these are not quite the cases. However, the lo
rithmic term may be due to a weak correction to the pred
tion of the latter scenario when the competitive growth
many clusters with interfacial fluctuations is considered.

On the other hand, Fig. 6 shows plots oftp vs D5YA

2Y2A obtained using lattices of different side. These plo
have a clear curvature, which is consistent with an algeb
dependence such as

tp}Da, ~7!

FIG. 6. Log–log plot oftp vs the distance to the coexistence point obtain
for different values of the lattice side as indicated.
P license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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in the limit D→0, where we obtaina.2.7.
Combining Eqs.~5! and ~7! we come to suggest a phe

nomenological scaling relation of the form

tp} ln~L2!Da, L→`, D→0. ~8!

The validity of this behavior is demonstrated in Fig. 7 whi
shows an acceptable data collapse. It should be noted tha
velocity of propagation of the interface of the A-cluste
(Vp) close to coexistence behaves asVp}D2g with
g.1.19,20 So, the logarithmic term in Eq.~8! prevents us
from establishing a relationship between the exponenta
andg.

IV. CONCLUSION

The dynamics of A-poisoning close to the coexisten
point has been studied for the ZGB model. It is shown t
A-poisoning proceeds through the nucleation and growth
many clusters with a vanishing small surface tension. The
fore, both the structure and the growth mechanism
A-clusters during the poisoning process substantially di
from that observed at phase coexistence. Based on M
Carlo results, we propose a phenomenological scaling r

FIG. 7. Scaled plot of the data shown in Figs. 5 and 6 according to Eq.~8!.
A straight line, biased by the data points correponding to larger lattices,
been drawn in order to guide the eyes.
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tion for the poisoning process in the ZGB model close
coexistence, showing that the average time for poisonin
proportional to ln(L2). That is, this process is expected to
much faster in the ZGB model than in the monome
monomer model.
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